When housing calves in pairs or groups, producers need to not only choose which housing type to use, but also decide on grouping strategies. How many calves will there be in each group? At which age will calves enter a pair or group? What will the maximum age difference be within a group? Should calves be matched based on their size or behavior rather than age? Lastly, how will calves be moved after weaning? All of these factors have important implications for calf health and welfare and will be discussed in this article.

**Number of Calves per Group**

Although many farms manage large groups of calves with good health outcomes, research has shown larger group sizes are a risk factor for health issues. There is no magic number for the cutoff between small or large groups, but research suggests pairs or groups of up to six to eight calves might have lower incidence of respiratory disease or diarrhea than groups of 15 calves or more.

In our survey of 413 U.S. producers in 2019, we found 95 farms housed their preweaned heifer calves in social groups. Of those, 61% used groups of two to eight calves, with 90% of these farms reporting satisfaction with the health of their calves. The other 39% of farms kept calves in larger groups with more than eight calves, and 72% of these farms were satisfied with calf health.

The health challenges sometimes seen in larger groups have, in part, been thought to be because of greater difficulties in detecting and treating sick calves. As automated monitoring technologies become more established, it might be possible to overcome some of the difficulties with sickness detection in large group housing. Nonetheless, new technologies do not replace careful observation by experienced calf care personnel.

In automatic milk feeding ("autofeeder") systems, only one nipple is typically provided to the entire pen of calves, and only one calf per group can drink at a time. Experts recommend group sizes of no more than 15 to 20 calves per nipple. Be wary of suggestions to house more than 20 calves per pen with access to only one nipple. Although on paper this strategy could appear to save money, there is a real chance of unforeseen costs in terms of compromised calf health and welfare, as well as potential calf-caretaker burnout from constantly dealing with sick calves.
Producers sometimes wonder if odd numbers, such as groups of three calves, should be avoided. Will one calf be left out of social bonding or get picked on at feeding time? Studies on groups of two to six calves, including groups of three, have shown benefits for feed intake and growth compared to individual housing (for more details, see the Why all the fuss about pair housing? article in this series). There is no clear evidence against housing calves in groups of three.

**When to Form Groups**

In the United States, some farms choose to pair or group calves on the day of birth; these farms report lower infrastructure costs for pen dividers. Other farms choose to house calves individually for the first few days or weeks of life (Figure 1). Some farms might wait until calves are drinking milk vigorously before moving them to a group. Other farms prefer to wait until after the peak of scours on their farm. The age when most scouring occurs varies among farms within the first 3 weeks of life. Work with your veterinarian on the best age to pair calves if this is a concern on your farm.

**Figure 1.** Plastic pens with solid sides house calves individually before they move into a group pen with an automatic milk feeding system.

There are several arguments in favor of pairing calves within the first 2 weeks of life. Nine studies have found advantages for solid feed intakes, growth performance, or both outcomes when forming groups of two to six calves between 0 to 10 days old, on average. However, another three studies found similar advantages compared with individual housing when calves were grouped after they were 4 weeks of age or older. One set of studies found when calves were paired at 1 week old, they had better solid feed intakes, average daily gains in bodyweight, and cognitive development and learning abilities compared to individually housed calves. For more details, see the Why all the fuss about pair housing? article in this series. Note that these benefits were not significant for calves paired at 6 weeks of age, adding to the case for earlier pairing.

Some farms group calves by body size or feeding behavior instead of age to even out their competitive ability. Some experts suggest keeping the weight difference within pairs or groups to 22 pounds (10 kg) or less, although no studies have been done yet to support this guideline. For more information on feeding competition, see the Feeding practices and reducing cross sucking article in this series.
Age Range Within a Group

In smaller herds, fewer calves are born each week. This means the age gap within a pair or group will be larger. To minimize health risks and feed competition, the age range within a pair or group should be minimized. Experts recommend the youngest and oldest calf in a group differ by no more than 14 days of age, but ideally by 7 days of age or fewer. In our 2019 survey, 48% of farms had age ranges of 1 week or less, and 25% of farms had ranges of 2 weeks or less (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Typical maximum age difference between the youngest and oldest calves within a pair or group among 93 farms in a 2019 UW–Madison survey.

Farms with only one to two calves born per week might be able to successfully house them in pairs. Larger groups would not be recommended because of the greater age range between the oldest and youngest calves in a group. On smaller farms, creative strategies might be needed to ensure enough calves are born within a short time span to form pairs close in age. These strategies could include synchronized breeding programs, seasonal calving, or raising bull calves as companions for heifer calves. Autofeeder systems require calves to be housed in large groups to be economically feasible. These systems are not recommended for farms with few calves born per week because the age range within a group will be too great.

Moving Calves to New Pens

Dynamic or continuous grouping, also known as “trickle-in, trickle-out,” is not recommended. In this management system, calves are continuously removed from the group as they are weaned, with new calves entering to replace them. Instead, stable groups, typically called “all-in, all-out,” are recommended. Stable grouping has been shown to result in lower incidence of disease and greater average daily gains in bodyweight when compared with continuous systems. Maintaining stable groups reduces the social stress resulting from disrupting group dynamics, social hierarchies, and the bonds between calves.

An all-in, all-out strategy more accurately operates as “trickle-in, all-out” for each group of calves (Figure 4). Calves of the appropriate age or size are added until a group is full, typically within 7 days, or 14 at the most. They stay in the same group until the last calf in the group is weaned, with the option of keeping calves in their original pen for a while after weaning. The group is then moved all at once, and the entire pen can sit empty between groups.

Figure 4. Illustration of “all-in, all-out” or “trickle-in, all-out” strategy for forming and removing groups of preweaned calves. Calf icon created by Lars Meiertoebrens from Noun Project. Diagram by Jennifer Van Os.
D) After the youngest calf in the first group is weaned, the entire group leaves.

E) Entire groups leave until the whole barn is empty.

F) The entire barn remains empty and is cleaned, disinfected, then rested for 1 to 2 weeks.

If housing calves indoors, groups are ideally removed from the barn until the entire barn is empty. Then, the barn should be cleaned and rested for 1 to 2 weeks. For more information about cleaning, sanitizing, and resting pens and barns between consecutive pairs or groups of calves, see the Hygiene practices article in this series.

When building new barns, the appropriate capacity will depend on the rate of calves born over a given time span, the average stillbirth rate, and the percentage of calves expected to be raised on-site. For more information on these calculations, visit The Dairyland Initiative website. If possible, the entire barn should take 3 weeks or fewer to fill, limiting the age span within the barn. This strategy limits disease transmission from older to younger calves. The downside is increased infrastructure costs to build and maintain multiple, smaller barns.

When moving calves after weaning, group sizes sometimes change. Research has not yet established the longer-term implications of separation after social bonds are formed. In the meantime, to minimize the risk of social stress, it is recommended to maintain original pairs. For calves housed in larger groups before weaning, maintaining the entire group might not be feasible. If preferential partners can easily be identified, it could be beneficial to keep them together during subsequent regroupings. The exception is in the case of persistent cross sucking that has not been successfully managed by trying other strategies besides breaking the pair. For details on minimizing cross sucking, see the Feeding practices and reducing cross sucking article in this series.
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